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Explore the
engineering
fun of
building
BRIDGES.

da Vinci
Bridge

QUICK
STEAM

Did You Know?
•

The longest bridge in the world is the
Danyang–Kunshan Grand Bridge in China. It's
102.4 miles long and was built for the BeijingShanghai high speed railway.

•

Want a career designing bridges? Become a
civil engineer!

FUN FACTS
What animal can jump
higher than the
Sydney Harbour Bridge?

STEAM
FUNNIES

All animals. Bridges can't jump.

STEAM
SNACK

What’s the STEAM Behind It?
Leonardo da Vinci was a painter, architect, and
inventor who lived during the Renaissance era. In
the late 1400's, he designed a bridge that required
no nails or glue for support. It only required a
specific placement of boards to create a structure
with great strength. To add even more strength,
he added notches to the logs to help them fit
together. In this bridge, we'll use popsicle sticks
instead of notched logs.

SUPPLIES:

FRUIT
SNACK
BRIDGES

TOWERS

dients
Ingre
Ingredients

•

18 wide popsicle sticks

Instructions:
Arrange popsicle sticks as shown in the picture
above. Make sure that sticks overlap correctly. It
helps to press down on the bridge to make it flat
when moving sticks around. Watch the video for
exact instructions!

icks
• •Toothp
Crackers
s slices or cubes
• •Grape
Cheese
or cheese
rsor
• •Cracke
Apple
pear slices
• Cucumber or carrot slices

Recipe

Recipe
uct a bridge using grapes and
Constr
toothpicks. Drape crackers or cheese over the
top of the bridge as a roadway. Then try to
roll a grape across your bridge.
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BUILDING

BRIDGES

DIFFICULTY:
TIME: 30 minutes
Supplies:
Cereal box
4 toilet paper rolls
Masking tape
String or twine
Small rubber bands (rainbow loom bands
work well)
• Hole punch
• Scissors

•
•
•
•
•

What’s the STEAM Behind it?
A suspension bridge is a bridge in which the deck (the part that you drive across) is hung below
suspension cables on vertical suspender cables. Typically, suspension bridges are built with two
tall towers and a cable that travels from one shore, through the two towers and to the other shore.
Vertical suspender cables hang from the main horizontal cable and hold the weight of the deck. The
weight of the deck is supported by carefully balanced forces on the two towers. The force pulling
inwards on the towers is equal to the force pulling outwards on the towers towards land. Because
the forces are balanced, the weight pulls straight down into the towers and into the ground. The
Golden Gate Bridge shown above is one of the most famous suspension bridges in the world.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Build the Bridge
1. Cut a strip of cardboard out of a flattened cereal
box to make your bridge. You can tape on extra
sections if you want to make a really long bridge.
2. Punch holes along the sides of the cardboard
leaving a few inches on each end without holes.
The un-holed section serves as the ramp to the
“ground”. Try to approximately line up the holes
across the cardboard to help increase stability in
the bridge.
3. Thread a rubber band through each hole and
loop back through itself to hold in place
4. Create bridge towers by cutting two 1/2" slits
in one end of the each tube. The slits should
be slightly off the center and across from each
other. See the blue lines in the picture above for
guidance.
5. Tape down your towers. This was the trickiest part because these towers support all the
weight on the bridge just like a real suspension
bridge. Also be sure that the slits line up with the
direction of the bridge.
6. Cut your cables out of a length of baker’s twine.
Cut them about twice as long as your bridge because you can always cut the extra off later.
7. Feed each piece first through the slits in the towers and then through each of the rubber bands.
Then pull the twine taught until the rubber bands
stretch some and the bridge feels secure. Tape
the ends of the twine to the floor.
8. Tape your road connectors over the bridge.

INSTRUCTIONS: TEST THE BRIDGE
Explore the strength of your bridge by pressing on it or
adding weight (rocks and coins work well). How well
does it hold? What can you do to make it stronger?
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